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Bacchus Roast

Sister Tim Raked Over the Coals
For some, it was a chance to
consume alcoholic beverages.
For others, an opportunity to
escape the tedious routine of
dining at the main cafeteria. But
for most of the approximately
150 peopled gathered in DeSales
dining room, it was a chance to
witness an event with one pur
pose in mind: to roast U.S.D.'s
own Sr. Tim Malone.
With tickets going for only
one dollar to those with meal
plans, it is no wonder that
several people were turned away
at the door. Having attended
the roasting on Saturday, Nov.
6, 1 found it to be a refreshing
way to spend a Saturday even
ing.
Apparently, no dress code
was strictly adhered to, as dress
for the roast ranged from semiformal with a suit and tic to
very casual shirt and jeans.
After everyone arrived at six
o'clock and dinner grace was
completed, everyone sat down
for four hours of non-stop
good-hearted mockery.
For openings, each guest was
given a choice of either red or
white wine and a small dinner
salad. The main entree, as op
posed to the cafeteria's "meat
ball sandwich," was London
broil. This was served with bak
ed potatoes and broccoli with
carrot cake as dessert. Although
several observers found the
meat to be nearly inedible, most
people managed to eat it out of

sheer hunger. After dinner was
completed at 7:35, the audience
still had an appetite for a roast.
The toast, which is the second
annual one, was sponsored by
BACCHUS, a club on campus
which stands for "Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concer
ning University Students." The
group, which went national in
1981, has now permeated
through 29 states with a total of
66 chapters. The philosophy and
goal of BACCHUS is to educate
people in regards to responsible
drinking. Besides the roast,
BACCHUS also held a faculty
forum concerning U.S.D.'s dry
campus policy. It also some
times holds informative
seminars on the issue of social
drinking.
The president of BACCHUS,
John Tenuta began the roast by
introducing A. Jackson
Muecke, who is the alumni
director and also the announcer
at our athletic games. Muecke,
in an outfit most people
wouldn't be caught dead in, was
greeted with a warm welcome as
he proceeded to capitalize on
the selling of the "1 LOVE SR.
TIM" bumper stickers with a
few humorous antics. After giv
ing her a giant pink fly swatter
as a gift, he then commented on
how appropriate it was " "that
she was celebrated at a dinner

with alcoholic beverages as she
had driven so many people to
drink."
Skip Walsh, who was the butt
of everyone's jokes last year,
promptly delighted everyone
with a series of midget and nun
jokes. He also proposed Dr.
Tim as an answer to the Nuclear
Freeze..."If we sent her to
Russia they'd sign anything!" In
closing his jovial remarks about
her child-like stature, Skip then
gave her a burgundy shirt that

said "When I grow up I want to
be an R.S.C.J."
The next toaster was none
other than Mary Kovac, who
besides being only one of the
two R.A.'s present, was the sole
woman present. She refreshed
the audience who, by the third
toaster, were falling asleep, and
gave an excellent roasting
speech.
The next roaster on the agen
da was the other R.A. Mark
Kileen, who was described as

being "a real sick puppy."
Jackson Mickey "is living proof
that there is no cure for herpes."
After Trifeletti Finished, Father
Larry Dolan took the podium
(after Mickey said he couldn't
think of a last name so he took
Father Neil's).
Charles Abbey, who is head
of Sigma Pi, then proceeded
with a series of visual and sound
effects strewn throughout
three-minute long jokes. Father
Neil Dolan was the last (whew!)
roaster and he ended with giving
Sr. Tim a one-of-a-kind picture
of Jesus pointing his finger and
laughing hysterically. And last,
but most definitely not least,
Sister Tim Malone (whose real
name is Rose) was finally given
the chance to deliver her own
blows to her friends.
The evening concluded (alas!)
at approximately ten-twenty.
Although it was basically a very
enjoyable evening, it was at
times monotonous. After
speaking to a couple of people, I
found that the general consen
sus was that there were too
many speakers, and, concerning
the dinner, there was too long a
wait for dinner. Most, however,
felt that it was a good idea and
were anticipating who next
year's roastee would be. Cer
tainly, it was a pleasure doing
Sister Tim, who as Trifeletti so
poignantly put it in a poem he
composed, "A thorn in our
side, this Rose is our Tim."

Writing Across the Curriculum
by Dana Bart
In response to the spiraling
rate of illiteracy plaguing many
adults today, the University
of San Diego has embarked on a
program designed to improve
the quality of writing assign
ments produced by its students.
The staff members of the Gen
eral Education committee came
to this conclusion after a study
was taken of the writing skills
of most students. This study
proved what was already
known: there is a definite im
provement needed in the area of
communicating through writ
ing. According to Dr. Stacy
Langton, of the Mathematics
Department, there is a need for
students to see the applicability
of writing skills in other areas
besides English. In fact,
Langton commented that a

number of people in the English
Dept. felt that the job of
teaching people to write needed
to be spread out, and not con
fined solely to the English
classrooms.
The actual program, entitled
"Writing Across The Curricu
lum" would entail implemen
ting a requirement that all stu
dents deliver a certain amount
of writing assignments in each
course. This would also include
tests, and gear teachers away
from giving true/false or multi
ple choice type exams, which
are essentially just regurgita
tions of the material. Instead,
essay type exams would be given
which would force students to
practice consistently their
English skills.
This idea behind it, explained
the National Institute of Educa

tion, is because traditional tests
"work against the goals of
higher education, which should
be to teach students how to
think, not how to memorize."
Also mandated in the new
curriculum would be a certain
amount of papers due on vari
ous subject matters. These
papers, for example, might total
5,000 words per semester, and
would either be given intermittantly throughout the course or
in one assignment, depending
on the instructors. One question
which comes to mind is con
cerning the necessity of this in
the Math Dept. But, as Dr.
Langton suggests, these require
ments may not be appropriate
for most math courses, but pos
sibly more advanced courses.
Langton also feels that there

ought to be more emphasis in ments that we are dealing with a
math and science on correct generation of students whose
writing skills are exceedingly
writing.
If implemented, this disci weak, and who must learn to
pline would possibly cover all write sufficiently well if they are
undergrads, with the exception to become employees of com
of the Nursing, Business and panies in the business world. As
Law schools, although it has seen in an N.I.E. report, too
been found in the past that they many people do not realize that
too have had problems with the "information business is the
compositions. However, it is fastest growing sector of the
likely that the program will not economy, and there is much
be enacted for some time.
personal advantage to those in
dividuals who can sort the im
Before it does become a pre portant information from the
requisite, it must pass thru the trivial."
various committees for ap
Incidentally, the University
proval and would probably not
take effect until the fall of 1984. offers free tutoring in writing
But the spectrum of the area the papers at the Writing Clinic in
writing skills would cover goes Camino. Their offices hours are
further than the classroom. Dr. Mon. 8-8, Tues. 9-7, Weds. 8-6,
Clausen, who is the Director of Thurs. 9-5, Fri. 8-3, and Sun.
the Writing Program, com 1 1 - 1 .
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alike had a truly great experience.
After months of planning and
anticipation, the Senior Citizens
Dear Editor,
In response to the anonymous Outreach Weekend finally came
letter concerning the Homecom off. While thanks is due to all
ing Election guidelines, I would who were involved, there is one
like to clarify the issue in a person who deserves special
reasonable manner. As recognition: Meg Heidrick. The
Secretary of Athletics, a large devotion of time and effort Meg
percentage of my duties deal gave made this weekend a
phenomenal success. It was so
with the Homecoming Season.
In accordance with the beautiful to see someone willing
Secretary of Justice, I to give selflessly of her time and
developed a memorandum, two talent. The outreach was highly
weeks prior to the deadline, successful, and this is due in
which encouraged all clubs to' large part to Meg's help and
become involved in the planning. Thanks Meg! You're
Homecoming election. As you amazing and we love you!!
Name Withheld by Request
may notice, this year's par
ticipation by clubs is almost
twice that of last year.
In contrast with the student
government election, we took a
more casual stance on
guidelines. The deadline was
scheduled for 12 noon Friday, Dear Editors,
Although it has probably
October 29th, but clubs were
able to turn them in during the already been beaten to death, 1
afternoon. The mandatory feel something vital has been
meeting at 2:00 was attended by omitted from the collection of
all sponsoring clubs including repercussions and rebuttals
Sigma Pi and the Frisbee Club. regarding Margie Hammer's ar
Around 3:00, the petitions by ticle on DeSales Hall. Indeed, I
Sigma Pi and Frisbee club were feel her hopeless journalistic
finally turned in and accepted adventure was a gross
by the Secretary of Justice and overgeneralization, and it was
myself. Our decision was based exaggerated to a great deal. The
on our desire to increase par article failed to do justice to the
ticipation. We also felt it would many earnest DeSales residents
be unfair to deny the five girls in who are simply trying their best
question their honorable to survive in this jungle we call
nomination because of the college. In addition, I don't feel
negligence of club represen that elements such as alcohol,
tatives. We were aware that the marijuana, and intervisitation
"Barkmen" had expressed in violations, which were grossly
terest in nominating a few girls, blown out of proportion in her
yet by Friday at 5:00 P.M., we article, exist in significantly
had not recieved a petition. The higher proportions in DeSales
"Barkmen," who assist with than they do in any of the other
the halftime Homecoming residence areas on campus.
ceremony, have donated more Granted that this is true, why
time to Homecoming than any did Margie Hamner pick
DeSales? Who knows? Perhaps
other club in the past years.
On Monday morning, the even Margie herself does not
"Barkmen" submitted their know why. Still, all of these
petitions with the familiar ex elements are secondary to the
cuse of absent-mindedness for point I would like to make.
With the exception of Father
its late entry. Again, one per
son's negligence would cause Dolan, all of those who have
the punishment to many. The written letters to Vista about
Election Committee heard their this article have remained
reasoning but did not accept it. anonymous. What is the point
On Thursday, the ASB Senate in this peculiar anonymity? If
considered the issue from these people believe in and back
various viewpoints. They pro up what they wrote, then they
ceeded to override the election should step forward and proud
committee's decision, and ap ly state their opinion. Anonymi
proved a motion to allow the ty will most definitely get you
nowhere in this world. This is
Barkmen to be on the ballot.
In order to avoid similar con why when I write a letter to
troversial situations, all school Vista, I am not afraid to say
elections will be under complete that my name is JOE FISH.
jurisdiction of the Secretary of (THAT IS J-O-E F-I-S-H) I
Justice and his Election Com wonder who wrote all of those
mittee. Hopefully, this year's other letters? We will probably
participation by clubs will be never know.
Now, if you will excuse me,
standard in years to come.
Tim Beaulieu I've got to go drink some more
Secretary of Athletics beer while I smoke some more
marijuana, turn up my stereo,
and go piss in the elevator whiie
I litter the walls with profanity.
Respectfully,
Joe Fish,
Dear Editor,
Freshman,
Computer
Science,
This past weekend both
DeSales Rm. 424
students and senior citizens

Fried Fish

Meg Praised
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A Quick Note
Dear Editor,
Thank you very much for
printing that intriquing,
thought-provoking, mind
awakening letter. Have they
done anything with the money
YET??
Chris Gualtieri
Sfenior, Biology

A Real
Whangdoodle
Editor, The Vista,
Certainly it was inevitable
that John Brandt's editorial
(Humanism and Christianity)
would cause some dissatisfied
customers to let fly with the rot
ten eggs, but one would suppose
that the outrage would be over
his style and not his content.
Unfortunately some of Mr.
Brandt's statements were not
clearly thought through and he
also tried to cover too much
ground.
However, he was not trying
to deliver an exercise in logic.
What he intended to say, in
essence, is that feminism has
become increasingly radicalized
and is quite obviously an
tagonistic toward orthodox
Christian values (not to mention
common sense and clear
thought). This should be ap
parent even to an Assistant Pro
fessor of Philosophy. But
please, don't take my work for
it; go direct to the horse's
mouth, or, in this case, the
horse's ass, and view the
feminist philosophy at one of its
primary sources. I speak of
course, of the very profound
Ms. magazine; a journal with all
the refinement of a crank
phone-call at 3 am, and all the
moral persuasiveness of a black
jack slapped across the back of
one's skull.
Professor Baber, and
likewise, Judy Newman, in a
separate harangue, are thrown
into an absolute pother over the
mere mention of two words
which they deem not acceptable
in polite company. Being a
wretched sinner myself, I will
speak those dreadful words
"free enterprise."
At the merest mention of
these shocking words, certain
folk have been known to break
out in a cold sweat, the vision
blurs, the room begins to spin,
the walls grow hair; there are
even reported outbreaks of an
epidemic of bedwetting!
The Professor launches into a
learned discourse on the
"dismal science," citing some
obscure authorities, which for
all we know, may just be a gang
of male hairdressers operating
out of Beverly Hills. (Just kid
ding, Professor).
He seems to think highly of
socialism, a system of quackery
and bamboozlement which is to
economics what astrology and
haruspicy. are to .science.

Will college professors,
demogogic politicians, and
simple-minded clergymen
throughout this world ever ad
mit that the implementation of
socialist
principles has
everywhere caused nothing but
economic ruin and human
misery, and in many cases
brought to power some blood
thirsty maniac intent on despoil
ing his own people? Will they
ever admit that a wider range of
moral choice and hence, greater
potential for moral behavior is,
by far, more likely under a
democratic capitalist system
than under socialism? Will I
ever get a date with Raquel
Welch? These are indeed
weighty questions and need to
be pondered, although the
answers should be as obvious as
they are tragic.
Judy Newman, a progressive
and enlightened young woman,
lets go with a real whangdoodle
of a shout in her own tirade
(Letters). Unhappily, the thing
just plain blew up - it was just
too confused and incomprehen
sible. Of course, I must admit, I
was sober when I tried to read
it. Maybe that made some dif
ference.
Possibly she is practicing to
be a speech-writer for a future
U.S. President, say, Andrew
Young or Bella Abzug. Maybe
she will flee the incipient
fascism of the fiend Reagan
and become an advisor to some
Third World Augustus like the
forward-looking Col. Khadafy,
or that great humanitarian
himself, Dr. Fidel Castro.
Of course, what do I know,
after all, being a member of that
pathetic mob which the eminent
Gore Vidal has identified as the
"Heterosexual dictatorship."
Just the same, I bear no one
ill will, and wish Miss Newman
well in her future career in
politics, and 1 thank God that
Professor Baber is not the
Economic Advisor to President
Reagan.
Cordially,
Joe Batok

Thank You
The Core Group for the
A.S.B. Community Services

Senior Citizens Outreach
Weekend would like to thank all
the U.S.D. Students who helped
to make the event such a great
success. The positive feedback
we have received from both the
students and seniors has made
all the work toward the event
worthwhile.
By volunteering, the students
gained valuable experience talk
ing and working with the elder
ly. The work was not only
rewarding, it was fun. To many
of the senior citizens, the chance
to talk with students was more
important than the work done.
Our thanks goes out to all
those who participated in the
Outreach Program. Not only
does Community Services ap
preciate your efforts, but so do
all the senior citizens you've
helped. The following letter
says it all:
"Your wonderful team of
workers has just left, and I
am looking about me in
wonderment at the magic
those
five
charming
youngsters have wrought in
my place.
In an hour and a half they
washed all my windows,
Venetian blinds, and cur
tains, polished all my wood
work, vacuumed my floors,
and cleaned out my cup
boards, polished the stove,
etc.
It would have taken me at
least a week or more to do
this myself, not counting the
whole window complex
which is altogether too high
for me to reach.
I can't thank you and them
enough, and hope I can call
on you again for a repeat
performance. I not only en
joyed the fruits of their
labors, but looking at their
beautiful shining faces was a
real treat.
Thank you again."
We appreciate you help.
Thanks.
Meg Heidrick and Matty
Sandoval
Directors of Community Ser
vices
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Sports Editor
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Campus Notes
Spanish Club Bake Sale on Nov. 17, in front on Serra Hall
from 10 to 1. Spanish Club Talent Show on Nov. 16 at 12
noon in the Saloman Lecture Hall. International Student
Organization meeting on Nov. 17 at 12:15 in C120.
Italian Club Meeting Nov. 16 in C120 at 12:15. Everyone is
welcome. Italian Club will be selling popcorn and Pepsi at the
Film Victory in the Soloman Lecture Hall at 9 p.m. on
Wednesday Nov. 10.
All those interested in participating in the Oxfam Sing-aThon on Nov. 17 get sponsor sheets in Sr. Tim's Office. Sing
ing starts at 6 p.m. Wed. Nov. 17 and goes until 6 a.m. Thurs
day, Nov. 18 in the Mission Crossroads.
The next meeting for the Phi Alpha Theta is Nov. 12 at 3:30 in
DeSales Hall Board Room. David Weiner, author will give a
slide presentation and lecture on "The Birth of the Atomic
Age". Refreshments.
MECHA will be showing a film entitled "El Salvador,
Another Vietnam" on Friday Nov. 12 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Soloman Lecture Hall. A question and answer period will
follow the movie. Admission is free.
MARON1TE MASS—On Sunday evening, November 14,
7:30, in the Immaculata, the Eucharist according to the
Masonite Rite will be celebrated for USD students and friends
by Fr. Dennis Krouse. All are welcome.
Thursday, November 11, ASB Lark presents the "Scream
ing Memes" at 8 PM in Camino Theatre. There will be a $1
admission charge.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, November 15-17
ASB Film Forum proudly presents the Academy Award Win
ning Musicals Film Festival. On Monday "My Fair Lady"
will be shwon. It will be followed by "Oliver" on Tuesday
and finally "Fame" will be shown on Wednesday. All will be
shown at 9 PM in Soloman Lecture Hall. Admission is free.
Starting November 16, ASB Community Services will be
having a Canned Food Drive. Proceeds will go to Tijuana Or
phans. Donation boxes will be placed at various campus loca
tions.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Homecoming Parade. The parade proceeds through the
USD campus via Marian Way at 12:30 p.m.
Homecoming Game: USD v. St. Mary's. In the Torero
Bowl at 1:00 p.m. There will be a presentation of the
Homecoming Court at halftime.
Bids are also available in the Box Office for $35 which in
cludes dinner and dancing to "Radio Romance." Dinner con
sists of a richly garnished garden salad, Prime Rib of beef au
jus, broccoli mimosa, stuffed baked potato, and Cherries
Jubilee Flambe. There are a limited number of bids avail
able—no bid, no entrance.
Applications for January Intersession Jinancial aid are now
available in the Financial Aid Office. While the priority
deadline for returning the application is November 19th, ap
plications will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis
until available January funds are exhausted. Students cur
rently in the work-study program who only wish only wish to
work off some of their fall/spring hours during January must
also complete the January Supplemental Financial Aid Ap
plication.

The Student Alumni Association of U.S.D. would like to
express thanks and appreciation to the restaurants and
donators who helped our "Dinners For Two" raffle to
such a great success!

Hungry Hunter
Kellys Steakhouse
Cafe in the Valley
Diegos
Firehouse Deli
Donegals
Round the Corner
Pedrorenos
La Casa Blanca
Aldregos BBQ
Bali Hai
Michael Fowlkesyearbook donations

Casa de Pico
Hamburguesa
Linds
Casa de Bandini
The Yogurt Cup
Petriccas
Halligans
Casa Vallarta
Salmon House
Putnams
Montery Whaling
Company
San Diego Zoological
Society
^Transportation for grand prize porvided by Presidential
Limousines

Students: Please patronize these fine restaurants who have
so generously supported our fund raising raffle.

Student Court

Tm Sorry Officer'

Perhaps, while you were driv
ing your car through campus, in
search of a lone, parking space,
you were forced to park miles
away from your class, not to
mention civilization. Then upon
returning to your vehicle, you
mutter a quick prayer, then ha
bitually look at the right hand
side of your windshield. Finding
your prayer unanswered, you
observe a pink present, courtesy
of the proficient officers of the
USD security force. But hey,
you don't care. You didn't
bother to buy a parking permit.
That 25 dollars went to promote
your new found love in home
herbal gardening, and your car
is registered to your mom and
you have out of state tags.
There's no way their gonna get
you, right? Wrong. Speaking
from 1,260.00 dollars of com
bined experiences they'll get
you.
This year, the University of
San Diego received a complete
computer
modernization
system. The highly technolog
ically advanced computers now
have linkages to the California
State DMV, which in turn is in
communication with the nation
wide network.
You and I know that you
were only a couple of feet into
the red zone because someone
else parked like he was
into smoking his home botan
ical experiments. However, in
the eyes of security, you were
still in the wrong. Hence the
need for Vince Kasperick. Vince
is a junior who has been in
volved for quite sometime in the
creation of a truely fair and
more importantly, listening stu
dent court.
The student court was formed
for the basic purpose of "an ap
pelate body for traffic and
parking violations incurred
upon the University campus."
The student traffic appeals
court conducts its business in a
traditional formal and profi
cient manner. If you receive a
ticket that you feel was not indictive of the situation, of

which you have ten days to de
cide, simply march yourself
down to the ASB office and ask
the secretary for an appeal
form. Fill the form out and
return it to the ASB office,
(more specifically Vince's box)
at which time ne win explain
any other questions that may
have occured to you.
One of the questions on the
appeal form asks you to pick a
convenient date for you to make
your case. So be there. The
court is there to listen to you. If
you don't show up, don't expect
to have your ticket waived or
fine reduced. Vince and the six,

(soon to be increased to eight)
judges are very professional and
take their job seriously. How
ever, if something does arise,
and for some reason you can't
make your day in court, give
Vince a ring or stop by and see
him in the ASB office. He is
usually around about lunch
time and is more than eager to
accommodate you.
Be wary, Vince and his staff
of judges were elected because
they are fair and just. Don't
waste your time and the court's
by appealing a ticket or a tow
ing if you are blantantly in the
wrong. Follow your conscience.

Need A Lift?
Thanksgiving vacation is
over. You're sitting in the ter
minal at the airport when you
suddenly realize—how am I go
ing to get back to school? Those
of us with any brains would not
come back, but for those of you
who believe in true masochism,
Circle-K has found a way to
fulfill your dreams. Starting
Monday, November 15, and
continuing
to
Friday,
November 19, Circle-K mem
bers will be at tables out
side Serra Hall to receive sign
ups for Holiday Transporta
tion. You give us your flight
number, gate, and time of ar
rival (as long as it's between
9am and 10pm) and we will
come to the airport (in full USD
regalia so you'll rcognize us)
and pick you up on Sunday,
November 28th. All we ask is a
donation of one dollar ($1) per

While you're daydreaming in
class of all the neato things
you're going to do on vacation,
don't forget to make plans
regarding your return to school.
Sign up for the Circle-K Holi
day Transportation between
Monday, November 15 and Fri
day, November 19. Circle-K
members (who all got their
driver's licenses during the
Sears "Half-off on licenses"
sales) will be happy to serve
you.
person to help pay for gas. You
will be picked up in vans, so
there's no need to worry about
whether or not there'll be
enough room for the skis, surf
board, and 20 bags of luggage.
After all, you will be gone for at
least five days, so you want to
be sure you bring enough
clothes.

NOTICE TO:
ALL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS UNDERGRADUATE
MAJORS AND MINORS
YOUR COUNSELING CENTER IS INITIATING A
NEW PRE-REGISTRATION COUNSELING PRO
CEDURE STARTING 11/15/82, MONDAY. ,,
TO BE READY, READ THE LARGE POSTER IN THE
LOBBY OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRA
TION.
GIVE YOURSELVES PLENTY OF LEAD TIME!
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Entertainment
Paul Gordon's Review:

'It Came From Hollywood'
' At#TTr

An offbeat compilation of
celluloid silliness and cinema
sass, It Came From Hollywood
brings to the attention of today's
movie
audiences
those
underlooked, overlooked and
underrated treasures from the
pop cinema subculture. Gilda
Radner, Dan Aykroyd, Cheech
& Chong and John Candy nar
rate this tribute to Hollywood's
most outrageous moments.
As a monument to filmdom's
outer limits, It Came From
Hollywood introduces in
conceivable scenes from every
conceivable genre: science fic
tion, Herculean spectaculars,
beach party Hullabaloos, jungle
adventures, space fantasies,
costume
extravaganzas,
Amazon women's pix, teenage
tales, creature epics, and exploitational films of every type.
There are rousing segments

about drug abuse, including
scenes from Reefer Madness
and another interesting film,
The Wierd World of LSD in
which an acid trip nightmare is
horrifically recreated by the use
of a flying paper chicken and a
spastic youth.
Gilda Radner is one of the
better narrators of this film. In
her four years as a "Saturday
Night Live" regular, she has
created some of the funniest,
most endearing characters in the
history of the medium. Certain
ly Emily Litella's "never mind"
has become the instantly
recognized punchline of the
decade. Roseanne Roseannadanna's interest in the more
disgusting aspects of human
bodily functions is a stroke of
comic genius. Unfortunately as
a narrator of It Came From
Hollywood she's only Gilda and

Ska At
The

It's already Thurs.day,
some of the devastatingly funny
November
11th and we have the
characters she portrayed earlier
ska-reggae-rock of TROWSERS
in her career.
The other narrators; Dan plus BALLISTICS. To start your
Aykroyd, John Candy and weekend off just right on Fri
Cheech & Chong, make the film day, the 12th with from L.A. -in
enjoyable, but it lacks original their debut here BLOW-UP
characters since it borrows from plus MITCHELL CORNISH &
over 100 other movies. Some of THE HELLHOUNDS plus
the films which it celebrates in guests to be announced. And,
clude Attack of The Killer on Saturday, the 13th; from
Tomatoes, (an obvious spoof New York - CHEQUERED
on killer attack movies, this one PAST with Steve Jones of Sex
being of a vegatable nature), Pistols, Nigel Harrison from
Glen or Glenda, (a low budget Blondie, Clem Burke of BJonfilm about a transvestite), and die, Michael Des Barres of
The Thing With Two Heads, (a Detective and Silver Head, and
movies in which a bigoted white Tony Sales brother of Hunt and
doctor's head is transplanted on son of Soupy Sales; plus special
to the shoulders of a black ex- guests - DFX2 plus guests. If
further information or if pic
con).
It Came From Hollywood is tures are requested, please con
currently playing at Mann's tact Madalene at 276-3993.
Sincerely yours,
Cinema 21 on Hotel Circle in
J. Herrera, Jr.
Mission Valley.

Douglas Stars In The
Man From Snowy River
by Paul Gordon
George Miller should try to
stick with low-budget exploitational films instead of trying to
make a wholesome boring film
such as The Man From Snowy
River. His previous film, Road
Warriors, was a much better,
more entertaining movie. His
new film is about a heroic tale
of a mountain boy's passage in
to manhood. It describes the
often treacherous land of
Australia's Great Divide, a
landscape that can change from
a paradise to a perilous enemy
in an instant. Kirk Douglas stars
as a cattle and horse rustler who

helps the man from Snowy
River
triumph
in
his
achievements. This film is like a
three hour version of "Little
House On The Prairie" which
bombed out on the television
networks. The photography is
terrible, the acting is second
rate, and the plot leaves much
to be desired. The only aspect
of merit in this disasterous
western is the horseback riding,
which is one of the central
pieces of action.
The Man From Snowy River
is currently playing at the
Cinema Grossmont.

Torero Week In Progress
T.G.I.F. To Continue
's
At Flanigan's Lounge
T.G.I.F.'s are not dead! The
Marketing club is proud to an
nounce that the T.G. tradition
will continue at Flanigan's
lounge. Flanigan's Lounge is at
5373 Mission Center Road in
Mission Valley.
Begining this Friday,
T.G.I.F.'s will be held every
other Friday for the rest of the
fall semester as well as during
the spring sen|pster. However,
there are to be some changes in
the way T.G.'s are presented.
Students must be twenty-one
years of age (they will be card
ing at the door). Admission -

will be two dollars per person or
three dollars for two people.
The Marketing Club offers
these T.G.'s as an alternative to
the cancelled ASB funded
events. The T.G.I.F.'s at
Flanigan's Lounge are spon
sored by the Marketing Club.
No ASB funds are involved.
Co-sponsors are welcome to
join the Marketing Club, in br
inging this service to the
students of USD. If your club
or organization is interested in
presenting a T.G., contact Brad
Sandstrom, President of the
Marketing;Club.'' •
•

Torero Week is now in pro
gress. The festivities are many:
ice cream social, float building,
parties and "powderpuff" foot
ball...and this is only the begin
ing.
Torero week has been in
stigated by the ASB senators,
the social Chairman, and the
Secretary of Athletics, to get
the students spirited and fired
up for the weekend Homecom
ing game and dance.
Tomorrow is "Blue and
White Day;" dress in our school
colors. Also tomorrow, a B.B.Q.
is planned at Fiesta Island, as an
alternative to the cancelled T.G.
The B.Q. will be from two to six
PM, a bonfire, drink,-food and

music will be provided.
Saturday at 12:30 there will
be a parade through campus.
The chosen attendents, and the
top three candidates for Queen
will be featured in this
Homecoming Parade. Don't
miss this event.

take place. You may dance to
the sounds of "Radio
Romance," and dinner will be
offered before the dancing
begins. Salad, Prime Rib, broc
coli mimosa, stuffed baked
potatoes and cherries jubilee
will be on the night's menu.
There are a limited number of
bids left so don't hesitate, ask
someone! The bids are available
at the Box Office, near the book
store. The price is thirty five
dollars, and it must be
bought in full (you must pay for
both the dinner and the dance).

At one PM on Saturday,
USD will play Saint Mary's, in
Torero Bowl, during half
time, there will be a presenta
tion made to the Queens and to
the attendants by the
cheerleaders. At that time the
attendants will be presented and
No one will be admitted without
announced.
Saturday night at the San a Bid; no exceptions.
Have a Great Torero
Diego Hilton, from 7 to 1:30
AM, the Houto:otaiu&-Ball,.wUL -w'eekejuU-
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Mamluks Show Off
by Madeline Quin

The exhibition
"Renaissance of Islam: Art of
the Mamluks" is showing at the
San Diego Museum of Art this
month.
This is an impressive show
consisting of more than 100 ob
jects from the Mamluk Empire
(1250-1517). The illuminated
Korans, carved wood, brass ob
jects inlaid with silver and gold
and elaborate ceramic pieces
confirm cultrual and artistic
achievements in the Mamluk
heritage.
The term "mamluks" is an
Arabic term meaning "to own"
and refers to body guard pur
chased by the sultan. Rulers in
the area from Egypt to Syria
carefully selected young men
from Turkish tribes during the
11th century. The slaves were
trained into combat, horseman
ship and rose to "mamluk"
positions.
Mamluks were able to earn
freedom and hold offices. They
advanced within the administra
tion and often seized the throne.
Mamluks created a strong em
pire for more than 250 years.
They ruled an area which in
cluded Egypt, the Holy Lands,
Arabia and Syria, founding a
major Islamic empire.
Due to the patronage from
the sultan and administration
mamluks, their arts flourished.
Sultan paronage had caused "a
renaissance in Islamic art."
One of the first items on
display in the museum is the
Koran, teachings revealed by
the Archangel Gabriel to guide

Muslims. Copying the Koran re
quired great skill, it was also a
pious act. Mamluk sultans com
missioned copies of the Koran
to be produced and sent to
religious establishments.
Korans are written in ink on
to paper and contain bright
frontispieces, chapter headings
and verse stops.
Other objects made for
religious institutions were made
of brass with gold and silver in
set. Such items included
candlesticks, chandeliers, keys
and brass-plated boxes.
Metalwork was also used in the
military in the form of cymbals,
Mumlak art extended to their
architecture, textiles, rugs,
manuscripts, glass and ceramic
ware. Unfortunately, the
Mamluk empire came to an end
when the Ottomans conquered
Cairo, the Mamluk capital, in
1517. Although religious in
stitutions remained undisturbed
by the Ottomans, some
materials were transported to
Ottoman territory. Industries
also altered their designs to suit
the tastes of the new Turkish
ruling class.
The Mamluk exhibition has
been
featured
at
the
Metropolitan Museum in New
York, the National Gallery of
Art in Washinton, D.C., and
other major museums before
San Diego. It will be on display
at the San Diego Museum of
Art from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Sunday each
week until December 5, 1982.
Admission costs $2.50 for
adults.

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S
NEWLY REVISED

LSAT
PREPARATION

COURSE

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
• Counseling provided both during 40 hr. course and
aiter you receive your L.S.A.T. score.
• Extensive Classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
• Audio tape reinforcement
• GUARANTEE: If you
.Information in
don't score in the
cow=> n=>i iirt
S * r r a Ma 1 1 3 1 8
top 25% take the
next course FREE
Call toll-free (800) 223-2618
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4579
• For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation I
• Course, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA 92110 I
J

4
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•
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_
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Koran box featured at San Diego Museum of Art.

Reflex:

News Photo Exhibit

News photography is a spon
taneous, often instantaneous,
business.
Seldom
does
the
photographer have time to
reflect upon, study or create a
particular situation, or try the
same shot twice. The members
of the White House News
Photographers Association
must feel this uncertainty more
than many of their colleagues as
part of their professional task
involves covering the President
of the United States.
The San Diego Museum of
Art in Balboa Park will present
the exhibition "Reflex: The
39th Annual White House News
Photographers Association
Awards Exhibition," October
26 - November 21, 1982. The ex
hibition is highlighted by 55
award-winning entries from 11
categories.
Categories chosen for the ex
hibition
are:
feature
story/color; feature story/black
and white; picture story/color;
picture story/black and white;
personality/color;
per
sonality/black and white; and
sports.
Winning entries, selected
from 569 photos submitted,
were judged by: Tom DeFeo,

First Prize: Personality Category

graphics editor of The Miami
Herald; Danny Farrell, staff
photographer with the New
York Daily News; and U.S.
Senator Howard Baker.
The White House News
Photographers Association,
founded in 1921 during the Har
ding administration, has grown
from its original 24 members to
over 300 photographers, many
of them the most honored and
recognized
professional
photographers in the country.

The San Diego Museum of
Art in Balboa Park is open from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday
through Sunday. Museum ad
mission is free to members;
$2.50 for non-member adults;
$2 for senior citizens; $1.50 for
military personnel; $1 for
students 13-18 or with ap
propriate identification; 50
cents for children 6-12; and free
to children five and under.
For information, call (714)
232-7931.

Battle of the Mens Calendar
Two different groups on cam
pus are marketing calendars
featuring the men of U.S.D. It
appears as though one of the
calendars has an advantage in
that it is coming out first. Yet
the battle is not lost. This time
element is not affecting the

group whose calendars is
presently at the printers. This
group has reacted by offering
their calendars at a presale dis
count. Thus continues the bat
tle.
One calendar hits the market

this week, the other rolling off
the presses by Thanksgiving. It
will be up the U.S.D. students
to determine the outcome of
this battle. Hopefully, both
calendars will face well. In the
spirit of true capitalism, good
luck to both.
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The Balboa Lectures

Germaine Greer
Germaine Greer authored a
book analyzing the history of
women painters and their works
primarily because she feared it
would not happen soon enough
without her initiative.
"The Obstacle Race: The
Fortunes of Women Painters
and Their Works," (1979),
dominates the relatively meager
selection of literature concern
ing women artists in history.
Ms. Greer will discuss her
book and the development of an
atmosphere conducive to
women's art in the third presen
tation of The Balboa Lectures:
Arts & Letters, at 7:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, Nov. 17, in Copley

Auditorium at the San Diego
Museum of Art in Balboa Park.
In the wake of her first book,
"The Female Eunuch," which
added impetus to the women's
movement in this country, Ger
maine Greer established her
reputation as an outstanding
scholar and critical thinker.
"The Obstacle Race" fur
thers her status in both popular
and academic circles, chronicl
ing virtually every significant
woman painter on record.
Her intention, according to
the book's introduction, is "not
to flatter long dead individuals
or to distort the shape of art
history, but to build a realistic

'A Passion for Detail'
tury, reality was often defined
in terms of specific description,
as well as technical skill and
cultural acumen. Whether in
costume, formal matters, or the
itinerary of the Grand Tour, the
whole was judged in terms of a
plethora of finite detail."
"As the new rich of America
and Europe travelled, they avid
ly collected art forms that were
characterized by overt subject
matter and intricate craftmanship," as can be seen in the
"jeweled Japanese dragons and
detailed French Shepherdess
that filled the houses at the end
of the nineteenth century. To
day, viewers can appreciate the
work's unabashed sentiment
and their passion for detail."

Screaming Memes
and they now play only in first
rate night clubs.
Currently, they are on a tour
of the Western United States. In
Las Vegas they were "showcas
ed" at the National Association
of Campus Activities Conven
tion.
The Group skits range from
their satirical look at TV to their
hilarious
song
entitled
"Profits" (sung to "My Girl").
Audience participation is a ma
jor part of the Memes show.
The Screaming Memes' show,
which is just part of the many
events of Torrero Week, will
prove to be one of the best
The Santa Cruz based group shows of the Year. Admission
started their venture into the is: one dollar for undergrads
"Comedy World" in 1980, and two dollars for everyone
playing in offbeat clubs of the else.
Don't Miss this Night of
San Francisco area. "The
Memes" quickly\nose^tey «fame, •, LSjtlghs*an'd'scfeahist ^ J "*

Thursday November 11, eight
PM, the place to be is Camino
Theatre. USD plays host to one
of the finest and most well
received acts to hit the USD
campus, "The Screaming
Memes!"
The "Memes," as they are
sometimes called, first played at
USD last March. Their brand of
comedy is reminicent of the
1960's comedy ensemble, "The
Committee." However, "The
Memes" reach far beyond copy
ing "The Committee's" style
and deliver their own unique type
of humor.

Question by Carol Damon
Photographs by Andy Wasa

"What don 9t you like
about yourself?

The "obstacle race" referred
to in the title is the entire "lifesituation—social, educational,
psychological—of women art
ists from the Middle Ages
through the 19th century," ac
cording to New York Times
book reviewer, Linda Nochlin.

Michael Stein
Freshman
Accounting

"I can never get my hair to stay
down."

Skilled in a variety of subject
areas, including gardening and
Shakespeare, Ms. Greer has
been a columnist with the Lon
don Sunday Times and a
reviewer for The New

Statesman and Spectator.

Founders Gallery

"A Passion For Detail," a
group of sculpture from the
Grand Tour, will be on exhibi
tion at the University of San
Diego Founders Gallery from
November
10
through
December 9. The opening recep
tion will be held on November 9
from 7:00-9:00.
Admission is free to Founders
Gallery, which is open on
weekdays from noon to 5:00
p.m. Fifty pieces of animal and
figurative sculpture in bronze,
marble, and ivory from the
University's collection will be
exhibited. Professor Therese
Whitcomb,
director
of
Founders Gallery, in talking
about the exhibition, explains
that "In the late nineteenth cen

picture of what women were ac
tually up to, while the great
monuments of European pain
ting were being created."

Question of the Week

She is currently Dirctor of the
Tulsa Center for the Study of
Women's Literature and a Pro
fessor of Modern Letters at the
University of Tulsa.
Tickets for The Balboa Lec
tures are $6 for museum
members; $7 for non-members.
For ticket information, call
the San Diego Museum of Art
at 232-7931.

Sharon Wong
Junior
Political Science

"My legs are too skinny. I don't
like the fact that I don't have a
Corvette."

Two
One-Act
Operas
Performed
The University of San Diego
Opera Workshop will present a
double-bill production of two
One-act operas, "A Game of
Chance" by Seymour Barab
and "R.S.V.P." by Jacques Of
fenbach on Friday and Satur
day, November 19 and 20, at
8:00 p.m. and on Sunday,
November 21 at 2:30 p.m. in
Camino Theatre.
General admission tickets are
$3.50; senior citizens and
students, $2.50. Tickets may be
purchased at the door, or call
291-6480, ext. 4427 for infor
mation.
USD Fine Arts Department
faculty directing the production
are Robert Austin, musical and
stage direction, and Marilyn
Green, choreography.
The cast of USD faculty and
students includes: Anne
Swanke, Lourdes Babauta,
Teresa Delano and David Wall
ing in "A Game of Chance,"
and Cathleen Hannasch, Dino
falazzi, Paul Horton, James
Capers, Anita Kuykendall,
David Jarboe, and Larry
Williamson' in "R.S.V.p." '
t

Mark 'Mama G." Ginella
Senior
Political Science/History

"It really bothers me that 1
might die of an alcohol
saturated liver. I'm working on
being more out going and I am
modeling myself after Skip
Walsh."

Mike Stehly
Sophomore
Beerdrinking

"I'm perfect. How can I not
like anything about myself?"

Jenny Preciado
Sophomore
Business

"That I'm from Nogales."
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Robert Madden Resigns
After heading the Vista for
three semesters, Co-Editor
Robert Madden has decided to
resign. In a spur of the moment
decision, the Vista was able to
catch Mr. Madden for this in
terview.
Vista:
Tell me Robert,
what exactly made
you initally decide to
quit the paper?
Madden: Well, Bob, I'll tell
you. After two years
of working on the
paper I decided to
put more of my time
into other interests.
Vista:
How is it that you
can do this?
Madden: Because 1 do have a
Co-Editor, Carol
Damon, and she is
very competent and I
know she will do a
very good job,
especially since she
has been handling the
bulk of the respon
sibilities these last
few issues.
Vista:
What other interests
are you into now?
Madden: One of my new in
terests is the Alcala
Men's club.
Vista:
What do you think
of the Vista staff?
Madden: The staff this year is
the best that its ever
been, and this
semester's Vista I
think is the best
paper that U.S.D.
has seen in along
time.
Vista:
Looking back on it
now, what are your
fondest memories?
Madden: I would have to say
that some of my
fondest were: sleep
ing in the Vista office
on Monday nights
with Vern Ismen, (an
old Vista Editor) and

when 1 was sitting in
the office by
myself with bottles
all over the floor and
Skip Walsh walked
in. We then talked
about the Artesians
who had just left.
Vista:
Do you have any
regrets?
Madden: No.
Vista:
Is there anything
you would like to
add?
Madden: Yes. I would also
like to add that
though I'm resigning
as an editor, I will
still be part of the
staff.
Then the Vista interviewed
some of its own staff to get their
reaction.
Vista:
Tell me Gina,
(sports editor] what
do you think of
Robert's resignation?
Gina:
I liked Robert as an
Editor because he
possessed many of
the good qualities
that an editor has to
have. But he wasn't
as sexy as Vern
Ismen.
Vista:
Tell me Angela
[assts. advertising
manager] what do
you think of Robert's
resignation?
Angela:
Who...Robert Mad
den, I don't know
him. Oh, isn't he the
one who is always
sleeping on the
couch?
Vista:
Tell me Bob, [copy
editor] what do you
think of Roberts'
resignation?
Bob:
Yes I do.
So after three semesters the
Vista staff will be bidding a
fond farewell to a really all around
great guy, Robert Madden.

DON'T FORGET!!
CIRCLE-K's
SWAP MEET
TO BENEFIT
OXFAM
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17
10AM to 2PM
Camino Patio

Student Affairs, Part III

Athletics and Recreation
by John Swanke
If Mike Wallace with his Six
ty Minutes crew came to USD,
and asked "What is it that col
lege students are doing outside
the classroom nowadays?" the
answer would probably be
"Participating in the IM Pro
gram." According to statistics
kept by the Athletics and Rec
reation Department, 3811 peo
ple participated, as an 1M team
member, in the '81-'82 school
year.
Fr. Pat Cahill, Athletic Direc
tor of USD, said that the figure
is merely a headcount, as many
people were active in more than
one sport. He also went on to
say that there was a large num
ber of grad students and law
students in the program.
The director of the Intra
mural Program is Gary Becker.
He is assisted by Seamus
McFadden, Ted Gosen, and
Bob Oakland.
This semester, IM leagues are
playing football, softball, and
soccer. Three-day, double-elim
ination tournaments are being
held in Innertube Waterpolo,
Volleyball, football, and team
tennis. One day tournaments
will have Midnight bowling,
tennis, tricycle races, Indoor
soccer, 3x3 basketball, and a
canyon run.
Most activities for this
semester have already had their
dates closed. Next semester,
there will again be another full
schedule. Check with the IM
Office for full details.
Fr. Cahill says the title
"Athletics and Recreation" is
used to allow a division to be
made. Athletics refers solely to

intercollegiate athletics, with all
else falling under Recreation.
The director of Recreation is
John Martin. He organizes and
schedules all activities, such as
ski trips, sailing, ice skating.
New activities this year will in
clude trips to Rosarita Beach,
and Puerta Vallarta.
Upcoming Recreation events
are a backpacking trip, Satur
day, November 6th, and a day
trip to Ensenada, on Sunday,
December 4th.
The facilities of the Sports
Center are used to the fullest,
Fr. Cahill claims. The gym and
pool, as well as any field, are
open whenever organized sport
ing events are not going on.
There is a need for more field
space, which will be satisfied
by the addition of a field behind
the Sports Center, and perhaps
another in the valley, near the
student apartments.
When asked about gym
space, Fr. Cahill said the gym
was somewhat inadequate.
Some classes, especially the
dance and karate, often have to
make do with less than op
timum space.
There is a request to modify
the stage area for use by these
sort of classes, but a final deci
sion is not yet known. Some
faint hope is expressed that if a
new student center can come
about the shortage of space for
recreation classes can be
alleviated.
The Sports Center is also big
so far as work study is concern
ed. Fr. Cahill has about 50 peo
ple working for him, or for his
staff. They aid in the many
security, coaching, and general

help tasks to be accomplished.
USD has some classes for
Recreation conducted at the
Mission Bay Aquatic Center.
Crew and sailing are the main
activities there. About 150
students per year from USD
make use of that facility.
As anyone who remembers
the USD-Occidental football
game of October 2nd can tell
you, the big time sports are the
intercollegiate ones.
From the Archways: "Inter
collegiate athletics are offered
in eight mens sports, and seven
womens sports. Men's sports in
clude basketball, baseball, ten
nis, golf, soccer, cross-country,
football, and crew. For women
the University of San Diego of
fers intercollegiate basketball,
volleyball, tennis, swimming,
cross-country, softball, and
crew."
The Department of Educa
tion has even gotten involved in
Athletics. Fr. Cahill said that a
program has been worked out
with Dr. DeRoche to allow Edu
cation Majors to add a PE
minor. That can make students
more sellable in the teaching
fields, especially at the primary
and secondary levels.
The only requirement to be
filled for use of equipment, or
facilities, or to participate in
athletics or IM, is to have a
valid USD ID card. Informa
tion about any league, program,
or activity can be found in the
Athletic Office, which is located
in the Sports Center. The Office
is open seven days a week, and
the phone number is 291-6480,
extension 4272.

International Buffet Successful
by Rosi Cordoba
On Friday, November 5, the
International
Students
Organization held their first
event of the year. An "Interna
tional Buffet" in the Rose
Room marked the success of a
united group effort.
The committee in charge was
favorably surprised with the
large turnout of guests. Tickets
were sold out far in advance and
there were many others who paid
at the door. Vice-President
Isabel Hon estimates that twothirds of those present had not
purchased advance tickets.
The doors had to be closed
once the full capacity was
reached to ensure that there
would be plenty of food and
room for everyone.
The Rose Room was con
verted into an international pot
pourri of dcorations, costumes,
food, and music. There were
authentically attired hosts and
hostesses on hand attending
each guest as he or she worked
their way to the buffet tables. It
was an elegant atmosphere,
many of those attending wear
ing dresses or suits, and adding

to the cosmopolitan environ
ment. Regardless of the dressy
appearance, the feeling was very
casual. All the guests radiated
friendliness and interest in their
surroundings. The blend of
music from different nations
also added much to the
background.
The displays from the dif
ferent countries were very in
tricate and demonstrated native
originality. The French exposi
tion contained a reproduction
of the Eiffel Tower, a French
flag and many brochures depic
ting Gallic life and customs.
There were delicate and or
nate trinkets from Hong Kong
at the next table. These included
silk clothing, red jade jewlery,
and a cream-colored porcelain
vase from Korea.
Hondura's articles included
intrically carved wood jewelry
boxes, mugs, and spoons.
The food was equally
international and there were
25-30 dishes to choose from.
Despite the large number of
people, nothing ran out through
the course of the evening. In
cluded were Jewish bagels,

Mexican "Arroz con Leche"
"Lumpias" from the Philip
pines, and many other dishes,
salads, and deserts. To continue
their hospitality, the members
of the club labeled each of the
tables with the word "welcome"
in different languages.
Entertainment followed din
ner, much to the surprise of
those present. There was a
rhythmic Tahetian dance, a
French expose of singing and
smooth harp playing, and a
Spanish Flamenco played on
guitar. The high point,
however, was a Mexican dance,
its energy highly contagious
through the crowd.
In conclusion, President
Monie spoke of the organiza
tion's objectives, and thanked
the other contributing clubs.
Vice-President Isabel Hon
relates the success to the actual
members. It was their dedica
tion, responsibility, and
organization that contributed to
the smooth course of the even
ing. In addition, she feels that
the event created unity in this
new organization.
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Science and Health

Faculty Spotlight:

Dr. Ellis: Research Scientist and Professor
by Rosi Cordoba
Dr. Hugh Ellis, professor of
Biology at USD, is close to com
pleting his research on a twoyear project funded by Sea
Grant. Sea Grant is a nationally
sponsored program created to
support application-oriented
projects involving marine
research at leading universities.
USD belongs to the California
chapter of the Sea Grant institu
tions. Together with the Univer
sity of Hawaii, the project's
home institution, it has helped
Dr. Ellis and his co-workers
complete their research.
The original proposal, in
itiated by Dr. Ellis, involved the
study of sea-birds and their
energy patterns. Although
funds were initially denied, a
surprisingly positive reply was
later received by Dr. Ellis after
follow-up requests by his col
leagues had been submitted. In
June of 1981, their study was
launched. Titled "Hawaiian
Seabird Bioenergetics: the Im
pact of Seabirds on Marine
Food Resources," it plans to
pursue the connection between
seabirds and fisheries. Together
with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vices, and National Marine
Fisheries, Sea Grant has turned
this applied research project in
to a tripartite effort. The an
ticipated benefits of this work
will be to estimate the amount
of food that the Hawaiian
seabirds are taking from the
ocean, in relation to the ocean's

total food resources. In this studying egrets and herons. Since
way, one will be able to see the then, his interest in the
impact that the bird colonies bioenergetics of birds has con
will have on human Fisheries tinued, always with an
and evaluate their importance, ecological implication. His em
if any.
phasis has been to understand
The actual fieldwork, which the relationships between the
took place last summer in seabirds and their prey, and to
Honolulu and the Tern Island see if either is in danger of ex
of Hawaii, is presently being hausting the life of the other.
analyzed here at USD. The According to Ellis "Research is
complete crew consisted of Dr. a branching path—one you pick
Ellis and his two colleagues, Dr. according to many things." It is
Whittow and Dr. Petit, both apparent that Dr. Ellis has
from the University of Hawaii. chosen his path due to his con
These three men undertook the cern for the environment and its
complicated task of studying future.
the seabirds in depth. They In addition to being a scientist,
specifically measured the birds' Dr. Ellis is also a dedicated pro
metabolic rate, their time- fessor. After having attended
energy budgets, and their UC Berkely, Cal. State Northenergy expenditure. All these ridge, and the University of
procedures were carried out in Florida respectively, he has
order to measure how much earned a PhD in Zoology. His
food is actually necessary to first teaching job was at Iowa
support the birds.
State for the duration of three
There has been excellent pro
continued on page 11
gress in the research, and it is
anticipated to be completed by
January of 1983. In these last
Dr. Ellis
six months of his two year grant
Dr. Ellis will be writing papers
describing his past progress. In
addition, he will be producing a
workable model of the seabirds'
bioenergetics. This work is
"Your Attitudes About Ag
presently being conducted at ing and Winning," a free lec
by Jessica Watson
amount of acid secretion. Se
USD by Dr. Ellis, incorpor- ture sponsored by San Diego
It has long been thought that cond in line was beer. In conclu
tating help from some of his Community College District's milk, and large quantities of it, sion, it was noted that milk may
students.
College of the Emeriti, will be was the best remedy for ulcer at bring immediate relief from
Dr. Ellis began to work with held at three different locations tacks. UC San Diego resear ulcer pain because it soaks up
birds as a graduate student, and times starting Nov. 8.
chers have recently concluded a acid. However, once the
Charlotta Evans, presently test in which it was discovered digestive process begins, milk
Dean of Academic Affairs with that this belief is not necessarily causes a greater secretion of a
Gaylord Institute, will explore based on fact. In a comparison gastric acid.
myths of aging and prescrip test with nine other beverages,
tions for winning over milk proved to induce larger
INTERNATIONAL
loneliness and defeatism. amounts of stomach acid. On
Becoming open to new friends separate days, subjects drank
CAREER?
the way of help to the elderly on and chage are some of the other either milk, beer, tea, Coke,
a volunteer basis.
Tab, 7-Up, coffee, Sanka, or
themes to be developed.
The gathering was coThe lecture will be held on Kava (an acid free coffee).
sponsored by the University of Friday, Nov. 12, from 1:30 Following this, the level of
San Diego School of Education p.m. to 3:30 p.m. at University gastric acid in the subjects'
and the San Diego County Area City Village, 6245 Kantor St.
stomachs was measured.
Agency on Aging. The program
For more information, call Although each beverage
A representative
benefited everyone in becoming the College of the Emeriti, stimulated gastric acid secre
will be on the campus
aware of new ways of working 230-2445.
tion, milk induced the greatest
THURSDAY
with other people and enhanc
NOVEMBER 1C, 1982
ing the care and safety of San
to discuss qualifications for
Diego elderly.
advanced study at
Topics on the human rights
AMERICAN
of the elderly were discussed: for
GRADUATE SCHOOL
example, who was being left out,
and iob opportunities
who was being helped and how
in the field of
helping methods overall could
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
become more widespread and
improved. There were also topics
Interviews may be scheduled at
surrounding the quality of the
care that was being offered to
CAREER COUNSELING
those on welfare and who was
wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
& PLACEMENT
really needy of it.
to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education.

For Your
Information Ulcer Alert

Continuum of Care
Leadership Seminar
by Margie Hammer
Leaders in the field of Aging
from the San Diego area met on
campus this past Friday,
November 5, to discuss the care
of the elderly in San Diego
County. The seminar was an allday event with discussions, lec
tures and interchange of ideas
and and feelings on the subject
of aging and its effect on our
society. The common theme
was: "The Continuum of Care
for the Elderly in San Diego
County."
The seminar included keynote
speakers, group discussions on
special issues, and extensive
participant interchange of ideas
and thoughts. There was
material offered by each partici
pant with information on
what their organization offers
in the way of education and care
of the elderly in the San Diego
area. Special issues of nutri
tion/prevention education,
health fairs, community health,
legal rights for the elderly and
what the community offers ih

Peppewftirje Uriu jewsi^y
Sc:hooL of Laro

It was an overall success for
those who attended and many
anticipated goals of improve
ment of the care for the elderly
were reached.

To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact
AMERICAN

the office listed below
Date: Monday

Contact: Career Planning

November 29, 1982

& Placement Office

GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306
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How Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics gives you a ,
competitive edge in school.
School at any level means reading ... lots of it. Keeping up with
thousands of pages can take a heavy toll in time and energy, and
grades. If you're typical, you read 150 to 350 words a minute But
how do you get ahead of the rest?

Evelyn Wood can triple your
reading rate and improve your
comprehension and study skills.
Hundreds of thousands of students use the Reading Dynamics
Method. They find reading less of a chore. Concentration and
retention improve, which can lead to better grades. A competi
tive edge is important... too important for you to delay.

Prove it to yourself today!
Whether you're thinking of grad school or the job market, or if
you want to keep up with course reading today, let Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics give you a competitive edge
In fact Evelyn Wood guarantees that you will triple your reading
rate if you follow the course correctly, or your full tuition
refunded. That's our competitive edge.

Attend a free
Evelyn Wood Mini-Lesson at:
Locations
La Jolla Village Inn Thur 11/11 12:30, 2:30, 5:30, & 7.30 PM
3299 Holiday Court Fri 11/12
11:30 AM and 2:00 PM
Interstate #5 at
La Jolla Village Drive Sat 11/13 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM

\>;

Choose The Day And Time Most
Convenient For You.
Reservations Are Not Necessary

•

^%-

0/

°Z$l°o
%

For Further Information Call—1-800-272-3585

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
The Competitive Edge.

Copyright 1977 Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. Inci
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San Diego/News
Treat for Trekkies

This view of Coronado island portrays a town known for its beaches, resorts, harbors and
bridge. The bridge connects the island to San Diego in the background.

Coronado: An Island and More
by Shirley Edwards

Coronado is the island of
pure ocean view. San Diego
would never be the same with
out this piece of land that stret
ches out into the Pacific Ocean.
What would San Diego Bay be
without it? Coronado was made
perfect for the elite who chose
the city so many years ago to
plant their feet in the sand and
build their exquisitely remark
able homes throughut Cor
onado. A person cannot walk
through Coronado without ad
miring the scenery.
Coronado has its own land
mark that makes it special—the
Hotel Del Coronado. This hotel
is close to one hundred years
old, and at one time supplied all
of Coronado's electricity with
its own generator. This hotel
went through so many renova
tions that, if it weren't for public
concern, it would have long
since been torn down. Next to
the beaches and perfect climate,
the Hotel Del Coronado is one
of the main attractions, with its
recognizable red pointed roofs
that make it look more like a
huge mansion. This hotel man
ages to bring tourists all year
round. Such famous people as
President Ford and President
Reagan have visited the hotel.
The main street of Coronado,
Orange Ave., goes straight
through the center of town
where hotels, motels, small
shops, restaurants, super
markets, and small boutiques
preside. If a person were look
ing for anything in Coronado,
that would be the first place to

look. There is a small town at
mosphere surrounding this city
which makes this tourist trap a
haven for relaxation seekers.
Besides being a more or less
home town community and
tourist attraction with skyscraping condo's lining the' beaches
along Strand Boulevard, Cor
onado also has well-developed
military bases. Along the Strand
almost every morning, a Coro
nado local, or a tourist just admir
ing the view, can spot the young
soldiers working out on the
highly militarized obstacle course
that looks more like a fun way to
excercise, than a well developed
and dangerous training method.

Appearances should not fool
the average tourist because it
can actually be very hazardous
for any civilian who dares at
tempt to go through the course
when a guard is not on watch.
Coronado is a city formed
around the beach life. It is in
deed a place of beachcombing
fun. The Coronado bridge hap
pens to be an easy access to this
ocean water paradise. And oh,
how the illumination of this
bridge lights up San Diego Bay
at night, linking Coronado's
semi-isolated island to the fast
pacing life of downtown San
Diego. Coronado is one place
that very few people forget and
where very many people return.

OXFAM Calendar of Events
Nov. 11
& 12

Nov. 13
Nov. 14
Nov. 15
& 16

Nov. 17

7:00 A.M.
7:35 A.M.
12:15 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
7:35 A.M.
12:15 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
7:00 A.M.
7:35 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
12:15 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
11:45 P.M.

Nov. 18
6:00 A.M.
7:35 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
10:30 A.M.
11:00 P.M.

Mass (Founders Chapel).
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (De Sales Board Room).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Swap Meet until 2:00 P.M.—
sponsored by Circle K Club.
Dunking Booth—sponsored by St. Francis
Seminar.
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass (Founders Chapel).
Mass—begin FAST and VIGIL with 24-hour expo
sition of the Blessed Sacrament (Founders Chapel).
Rock Marathon—sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority (front of Serra Hall).
OXFAM Day of Fast—Vigil continues.s.
Sing-A-Thon ends.
Morning Prayer (Founders Chapel).
Helium balloon sale—sponsored by Zeta Tau
Alpha Sorority (front of Serra Hall).
Rock marathon ends.
Mass—end of FAST and VIGIL (Founders Chapel).

Attention Trekkies. All ahead poetry to the New York Times.
After becoming a troublewarp speed for San Diego State
University and a show you shooter in the investigation of
crashes for the Air Staff in
won't want to miss.
Gene Roddenberry, creator Washington, D.C., he joined
of the original "Star Trek" Pan American Airlines and flew
television series, producer of runs to Casablanca, Lisbon,
"Star Trek-The Motion Pic Johannesburg and Calcutta.
ture," and consultant for "Star While en route to Calcutta one
Trek Il-The Wrath of Khan," night, his plane lost two
will present a film and lecture engines, caught fire and crashed
program "The World of Star in the Syrian Desert. Rod
Trek," at 8 p.m., Tuesday, denberry later received a Civil
November 16, in Montezuma Aeronautics commendation for
Hall at SDSU. Featured will be his rescue efforts during and
blooper reels and fantastic film after the crash.
Finding few openings back in
footage.
In creating "Star Trek," the United States to pursue a
Roddenberry launched a show writing career, he joined the Los
business phenomenon. The Angeles Police Department and
NBC television series began in soon was promoted to sergeant.
1966 and ran for three seasons,
By this time, he was also sell
then went into worldwide re ing scripts for such shows as
lease in 47 countries and syn "Dragnet" and "Naked City."
dication in more than 160 Established as a writer, he
domestic markets. It attracted turned in his badge. He became
millions of followers, including head writer for "Have Gun,
physicists, homemakers, Will Travel" and then created
aerospace engineers and and produced "the Lieutenant"
students, and spawned hun television series.
dreds of Trekkie fan clubs.
"Star Trek" followed. It won
The man who initiated all this science fiction's coveted Hugo
with his fertile imagination ac Award and it became the only
tually has led a life as varied and series ever to have an episode
exciting as those of the fictional preserved in the Smithsonian
characters he has created. The Institute in Washington, D.C.,
son of a cavalry master ser which also has on display the
geant, Roddenberry first original 11-foot model of the
became interested in science fic U.S.S. Enterprise. In addition,
tion while in junior high school the starship inspired the naming
when he read a copy of "As of NASA's space shuttle.
tounding Stories."
In addition to his producer
In college he transferred from
pre-law to engineering, only to role, he has been in steady de
drop out during World War II mand as a lecturer, and he ad
and enlist in the Army Air dressed the 14th annual Space
Corps. He was sent to Congress at Cape Kennedy.
Tickets are available at the
Guadalcanal where he flew B-17
bombers in 89 missions and sor Aztec Center Ticket Office
ties. While in the South Pacific, (265-6947). Admission is $5 for
he began to write. He sold SDSU students and $6 for the
stories to flying magazines and general public.

CPA CANDIDATES
IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR NOVEMBER
IT'S NOT TOO EARLY FOR MAY

• Outstanding reputation in Test Preparation
• Hundreds of hours of taped instruction via
complete TEST-N-TAPE" facilities. No compulsory
mass lectures. No fixed classes
• Plan your own schedule; proceed at your own
pace
• Use free time to your advantage We're available
days, evenings, or weekends according to each
center's schedule No loss of study time when
working out of town (Transfers available to any of
our centers in the U.S. and abroad)
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

|-H.
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SPACE 1936

Centers in More than 105 Mator U S Cities.
Puerto Rico and Toronto. Canada

San Diego Center
2180 Garnet
Pacific Beach,
CA 92109
(714) 270-6810
Mary L. Buske

For Information About
Other Centers
OUTSIDE N.V. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-223-1782
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Tour the Gty by Bike
by Roxanna Short

Do you get the urge to take
your bike out every time you
glance at it? Do you promise
yourself a ride next weekend
then forget about it or find
some excuse or another as soon
as it's out of your sight? Well,
we happen to live in one of the
greatest spots for leisurely
bicycling, so why not take ad
vantage of it?
You bike is not just a tool for
transportation or physical exer
cise, it's also a great source of
casual enjoyment and relaxa
tion. Go ahead, take a studybreak, go on a bike trip, and get
to know San Diego even better.
You'd be suprised how easy it
is to get around San Diego on a
bicycle. There are bike routes
and bike paths laid out every
where. I'm sure you've noticed
the green signs here and there
alongside the road with a white
bicycle painted on its face.
Follow these signs. They
designate the routes and paths
laid out especially for bikers.
They remove you as much as
possible from the main flow of
traffic and lead almost
everywhere.
Friars Road has one of these
bike routes with a spacious lane
separated from the main road
by a thick, high curb, there's
enough room for two bikers to
ride comfortably side by side.
You may have to share it with a
few runners and joggers, but
you can ride east to Fashion
Valley if you like, or head the
opposite direction towards the
beach, Fiesta Island, or the Bay,

It's really not as far as it seems.
But for those of you wanting
to save your energy to cruise
through the beach area, there
are certain buses which carry
bike racks. These buses will
transport you to various places
in San Diego for the regular 80'
bus far for yourself; your bike
rides free. Intimidating as they
look, these bike racks are quite
easy to use and the bus driver
will patiently wait for you to
load and unload your bicycle.
There are three basic buses
that carry the bike rack. Bus 80
or 80A can be caught in Fashion
Valley and will take you and
your bike to Mission/Pacific
Beach, and back again if need
be. This same route also extends
to San Diego State in the other
direction.
If you'd like to go a little far
ther, Bus 41 runs from Fashion
Valley to La Jolla and Del Mar.
And Bus 9 and 19, caught in
front of Sea World, will carry
you through downtown and
Seaport Village (get off at the
Amtrak Station and head
straight down Pacific Highway)
towards Corpnado Island.
There's even a bus that'll pack
your bike to Balboa Park, if
you're willing to make a change
downtown to Bus ffl or 7B.
So you see, it's really quite
easy and cheap to save a little
gas and pedal around to almost
anywhere. And if you're still
not so comfortable about strik
ing out on your own or aren't so
sure about where to go, you
could try out the bicycle class
offered here at USD on Sat.

FULL SERVICE
SALON

f? Elias

HAIR DESIGN

V

J
—

1

7608 Linda Vista Rd.
Mesa College Dr. to Hwy 163

268 8865

Innovators of Creative Hair Design.

mornings. It is taught by
Yvonne Perez and will be held
next semester on Wednesday
mornings from 8-10:00 a.m.
There is also the American
Youth Hostel. They sponsor
trpis at least twice during the
week, and 2 or 3 times each
weekend. These trips are de
signed for various skill levels,
such as a one-day trip to Julian
and back, or just a leisurely trip
through Balboa Park. For more
information, just call them at
239-2644. Everyone and anyone
is welcome at anytime and there
is no cost—except for extensive
overnight trips. (For anyone
with the desire to take such a
trip, the AYA is sponsoring a
6-week Christmas ride to Palm
Springs and back!)
San Diego is an interesting
and beautiful place and deserves
to be fully experienced. Even if
you don't feel like riding any
buses or following the laid out
bike routes, be adventurous, ex
plore a little. You'll probably be
pleasantly surprised.
Oh, there is one catch for
those of you who live on cam
pus—the hill you have to climb
to get back to your room!

One USD student enjoying a leisurely bike ride through cam
pus. There are routes available around town! Photo by Sean
O'Heam.

Dr. Ellis—continued from page 8
years. From there, Dr. Ellis
moved to USD in the Fall of
1980. He currently teaches In
troductory Biology, Ecology,
and Environmental Biology for
non-majors.
Dr. Ellis finds many advan
tages in USD as a teaching in
stitution, one of the most
significant being its com
paratively small size. Dr. Ellis
feels that he can get to know his
students better and be more accessible to them. The
"smallness" is an aid to serving

the students more readily with
their academic problems. In ad
dition, it is easier and more
practical to distribute essay ex
ams. Dr. Ellis feels that this
practice lets him evaluate the
students better by "synthesizing
material so they can answer pro
blems they have never seen
before." Another advantage
due to size is the opportunity
for students to be actively in
volved in research, something
which is rather difficult at a
large University.
As the grant comes to a close,

Dr. Ellis does not anticipate to
continue research in Hawaii. In
stead, he would like to work in
San Diego in conjunction with
Sea World and with the San
Diego Zoo. He expects to in
volve more USD Biology
students in the course of his
future work. The emphasis will
be the same; to study the
energetics of birds with strong
ecological
implications.
However, this time it will not go
to the Islands, but will instead
involve wading birds off our
own shores of San Diego.

The ultimate in hair cutting, offering the best quality and prices you can think of!!!
PERM (Body, Soft, Curly)
WOMEN (Cut & Cond Included)
MEN (Cut & Cond. Incl.)
COND TREATMENT
PRECISION CUTISTYLE (Blow Dry or Set)
WOMEN (Shampoo & Cond Incl.)
MEN (Shampoo & Cond Incl.)
FROSTING OR STEAKING
BLEACH TOUCH UP
EUROPEAN COLOR
CELLOPHANE & HENNA
SETS
FACIALS (Aida Grey Skin Care)
MAKE UP (Professional)
INDIVIDUAL LASHES
MANICURE (Women & Men)
PEDICURE (Women & Men)
WAXING (Full Body)
(Leg Wax)
(Lip & Eyebrow)
(Bikini Wax)
SCULPTURED NAILS
FILLS
WRAPS & REPAIRS
HAND PAINTED NAIL DESIGN (PER NAIL)
BODY WRAP
SPOT WRAPPING
MASSAGE (Full Body)
EXTRA SPECIALIZED SERVICES
JHERI CALIF. CURL(Cut & Cond Incl )
PERM RELAXER TOUCH UP
# ^ COUPON• *

• uto

t.,

Expires 11/;W&2

Ret
48 00
42 00
1000

First
Visit
35 00
30.00
600

1800
1400
40 00
30 00
20 00
30.00
850
20 00
1500
1500
800
1500
60.00
3500
12 00
20 00
45 00
20 00
1500
2 00
40 00
1400
30 00

1400
1000
25 00
20 CJ
1400
1500
650
1500
1000
10 00
5 00
1000
40 00
25 00
7 00
1300
32.50
1500
12.00
1 00
28 00
10 00
20 00

50 00
35 00

40 00
20 00

Community Colleges Offer ...
A survey course on "Real
Estate Investment for the
Layman" will be offered begin
ning the week of November 15.
John Varner, a 18-year
veteran of the real estate invest
ment field, will teach the class in
two locations, Tuesdays from
6:30-9:30 p.m. at Collier Jr.
High, 4302 Valeta St. in Pt.
Loma and Thursdays at Horace
Mann Jr. High 4345 54th St. in
San Diego.
Students may take either class
to become acquainted with the
many potential advantages of
investing in real estate as well as
the possible disadvantages. In
stallment sales and estate
building through tax deferred
e x c h a n g i n g w j l l fc , c o y e f '

well as the new, more beneficial
tax laws recently enacted which
affect capital gains, tax shelters
and depreciation.
Offered through Adult and
Continuing Education of the
San Diego Community College
District, there is a fee for these
classes.
Register at the first class
meeting with the instructor. For
more information contact Mid
way Center, 230-2375 or East
San Diego Center, 583-6442.
Beginning, intermediate and
advanced students are invited to
enroll in Drawing and Painting
I and II at the San Diego Com
munity College Navajo campus.
This course provides studio
cxt+cttcrtde whfcfe the student

can see their own development
and also be exposed to other in
terpretations of the same sub
ject matter. Color mixing,
design and composition will
also be stressed.
Richard Anthony Marks, a
member of the Sar Diego Art
Institute and the Artist Guild,
will teach the class on Monday
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and
again on Tuesday from 12:45 to
3:45 p.m. Classes begin the
week of November 15 and will
last nine weeks. They will be
held at the Navajo campus,
6696 Wandermere Drive.
Students register at the first
class meeting. There is a $34
fee'..- .•
y c •.«' Vu* '*,<
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A Weekend To Remember
by Diane LaHay

It was just a little past eleven
on Saturday morning when the
six of us piled into the car.
Roadtrip to Mira Mesa! It
wasn't the typical college
"roadtrip" though. We were
headed out to the home of an
elderly woman for a day of
household chores. We had de
cided not to let a couple of
hangovers or a few wrong turns
stop us.
Mrs. C was so excited to see
us! She was ready for us too.
All the brooms, mops, and
cleaning supplies were just as
eager as we were. But who was
going to do what? After much
deliberation we had the chores
assigned and we went to work.
In between the window
washing, vacuuming, mopping,
and cleaning we had plenty of
time to talk with Mrs. C. She
was a great lady! She talked

about her own children, her
seven grandchildren, and much
more. She was interested in
hearing about us too; for exam
ple, our year in school, our ma
jor, etc.
With all six of us working
diligently, we had the apartment
in great shape within a few
hours. Before we could leave
though, Mrs. C insisted on soda
and cookies for us all. After
many "thank you's," we left
Mrs. C to her now quiet, but
clean, apartment. Those few
hours weren't very hard to give
up, and yet I know they made a
big difference for Mrs. C. It was
all part of Senior Citizens
Outreach Weekend (Nov. 5th
and 7th).
The program began five years
ago on a trial basis. It was
started to help the elderly of San
Diego while giving U.S.D.
students a chance to serve

others in their community. This
year it was done in conjunction
with the Director of Senior
Citizens Services of the City of
San Diego. Various media were
used to contact the seniors who
then applied through the Senior
Citizens Services. All together
over 160 students were able to
reach approximately 50 seniors.
Extra students, not signed up,
even came to help which aided
in making up for the approx
imately 40 delinquent "no
shows." The general opinion
about the weekend among the
students who participated seems
to be that of a very enjoyable,
fun, and learning experience.
A lot of time and hard work
went into the organization and
success of this semester's Senior
Citizens Outreach Weekend.
Those who are responsible
deserve a great thanks from us
all for "a weekend to
remember."

Alcala Men's
Club Created
by Bob Bartlett

This year will still hold
another first
for the U.S.D.
campus. The Alcala Men's
Club, an all male association,
will hopefully start functioning
as early as the Thanksgiving
break. The club will primarily
be a service organization de
signed to meet certain needs of
the University. Such needs will
include: fund raisers, dinners
for the presidents clubs, escort
services, bartending, and valet
parking.
"The club will on many levels
serve as a public relations group
for the students," said Robert
Madden, one of the club's
founding members. "We will be
a major source of student con
tact with members of the out
side community who are in
terested in becoming involved in
the U.S.D. institution."
Though the club will be func
tioning for the first time this
semester, it already has many of
its duties and guidelines
established.
Each member of the club will
figures, 4.80/hr.
be issued a blue blazer that he
541-Secretary needed in Mis will be required to wear at all the
sion Valley 20 hours per week, club's functions. "As student
$6/hr. Required 45 wpm, 10 key
and must be available during
Christmas.
2537-Concession workers
needed in Point Loma, flexible
days and hours. 20-30 hours per Partly furnished, 3-bedrooms,
week, 3.40/hr.
family room, convert garage,
2820-Giftwrapper needed for fireplace —$650 a month,
clothing store in La Jolla, 20-25 272-5209.
hours per week, 3.35/hr. Tem
porary work-l 1-24 through
12-24.

Job Opportunities
Do you need a job during the
holidays? The Student Employ
ment Center, Serra 320, has
temporary part-time listings
from local merchants. This is
the best itme to start job hunt
ing for work during the
holidays. If you need a job,
temporary or permanent, come
by the Student Employment
Center anytime Monday
through Friday between the
hours of 8:30-5:00. Some of our
current openings are listed
below.

2810-UTC shop has 10 open
ings for temporary part-time
holiday help, hours are flexible,
3.35/hr.
101-Tax preparers needed for
loc firm beginning in Jan. 1983,
flexible hours, 20 hours per
week, 3.35/hr, plus commis
sion.
536-Administrative Intern
needed downtown M-F from
8-1 or MWF, 1-5 to assist in
general office work and various
analytic projects, inventory,
space analysis and budget

representatives of the school,
the University wants us to look
good and make a favorable im
pression. Each of the blazers
will have the U.S.D. crest sewed
on over the pocket," added
Madden.
Tentatively a grade point
average of at least 2.5 will be re
quired of all members, but this
could change when the club
irons out their last few details
this month. Approximately five
to six people from each class will
be accepted and once they're ac
cepted into the club they keep
their membership. This way,
after the initial members are
established, only freshman will
be able to apply for the club.
Applications for membership
will be available Friday the 12th
of November at the A.S.B. of
fice and they will be due the
following Friday.
The founding members are
Vince Guilin, Robert Madden,
Guy Web and Tom Burke. The
faculty advisor will be Doctor
William Pickitt. All students
who are interested in joining are
urged to apply at the A.S.B. of
fice by November the 19th.

Classifieds

wB

SAIL above the largest game
herds in Africa in a hot air
balloon this Summer, For
FREE Info write: J. Berkson,
7963 Camino Huerta, San
Diego, 92122.

Sigma Pi Events Calendar

Sigma Pi Presents:
puj" off
4o morrow-1
VjJ haV ljou. can
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"We Lost Our Shorts"
CAR WASH
Friday, Nov. 12 @ West Parking Lot
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your

reserra.//ons

ho I\ da.Kj

lodo-y
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Price $1.50 Inc windows!
Pepsi refreshments!
Please Join Us!
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
POOL
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COCKTAILS

DAMTS

(Sonnells
Sports Lounge
1310MORENA AT SEA WORLD
• 276-5637

PING PONG

GIANT TV

VIDtO GAM £5
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Budweiser
K I N G

O F

B E E R S -

FOR ALL YOU DO... THIS

1

BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.

Crank's Crew Expected ,,
To Show Way To Finals The
With only six teams remain
ing in the Mens Flag Football
Playoffs, we called in our own
Budman to give his analysis and
predictions for the games
leading up to the final round
robin on November 21. Point
spreads are in parentheses.
Crank's Crew vs. Muff
Divers ( + 20)—The Muff
Divers have finally seem to have
come together. They have won
their last three games and have
the individual talent of Mike
Fowlkes, Jim Schneiders, and
Greg Flaherty. However,
Crank's Crew is undefeated and
has Bruce Tomlinson quarterbacking. With Bruce throwing
to Kevin Cammal and and
Louis Canchola, you have to
pick Crank's Crew to make the
finals. However, the Muff
Divers should cover the spread.
Backdoormen vs. 69ers
(+ 8)—The 69ers are an enigma.

They're as touch as they come
when everyone shows up, but
this rarely happens. The
Backdoormen are coming off a
40-6 victory over Phi Kappa
Theta and are not against run
ning up the score. With Mike
DeRoche playing a full game
this week, the Backdoormen
should easily advance to the
finals while covering the spread
handily.
SOMF vs. Sand M Boys
(+ 5) - Rob Medina is the key to
this one. If he can consistently
get the ball in the open field, it
will be a long day for SOMF. If
not, it may be Joe McSweeney's
day and a SOMF victory. The
bet here is on the former.
Medina's speed and a tough S
and M defense should propel
the Sand M Boys into the finals.
Next week: Perry, the prognosticator, tells who will win it
all.

Mallinckrodt and
Ballestas Victorious
Last Saturday on the Sports
Center tennis courts was the
Men's Doubles Tennis Tourna
ment. The first round of
matches began at 10:00 a.m. On
court #\ Kevin Coleman and
Phil Smith played Greg Fisher
and Tom Pulte. Greg and Tom
came out victorious after a long
fought 4-3, 3-4, 4-3 set scores.
On court HI Mike Davis and
Matt McGowan met George
Mallinckrodt and Andres
Ballestas. This match was won
by George and Andres after two
sets: 4-1, 4-3. The match
scheduled for court #3 was
forfeited by George Ostertog
and Paul Miller so the opposing
team, Dennis Jones and Hal
Rosner won.
At 11:30 a.m. George and
Andres played Greg and Tom.

George and Andres took this
match 4-0, 4-0. The 1:00 p.m.
match was Dennis Jones and
Hal Rosner vs. George and An
dres. Again, George and Andres
took it with scores 4-0, 4-1. This
game decided the tournament
winners as George and Andres.
The 2:30 match decided the se
cond place winners as Dennis
Jones and Hal Rosner. They
beat Greg Fisher and Tom Pulte
4-1. 4-3.
The I.M. Department would
like to congratulate the 1st place
winners: George Mallinckrodt
and Andres Ballestas, 2nd place
winners: Dennis Jones and Hal
Rosner, and 3rd place winners:
Greg Fisher and Tom Pulte.
Also, the I.M. Department
would like to thank all who par
ticipated.

Canyon Trot
Friday, November 19th, at in each divison. I.M. T-shirts
4:00 p.m. the I.M. depart will be given to the top three
ment has scheduled a three- places for both men and
mile run in the Tecolote Ca women in each division.
nyon. All runners will meet Course maps are available
at the main entrance at the with entry forms at the
Sports Center and walk Sports Center. The entry fee
together to the starting line. is $1.00, and the entry
The divisions are Undergrad, deadline is November 19th
Grad, and Faculty/Staff. prior to the race. Get your
Awards are turkeys given to running shoes laced and go
the msLe.aad.teraalf.winner &el Jfrat turkey or .shirt!

On the intramural football
field this past weekend, history
was made. A phenomenal feat
was accomplished. A record
was set, maybe to be challenged
someday, probably never to be
broken. When intramurals were
first conceived on this campus,
who would have thought that a
team of this awesome capability
would appear? What is all this
glorifying rhetoric about? The
I.M. Football champions of this
season, Creme de la Creme has
captured the title for the fourth
straight year. And they have ac
complished this with an ab
solutely unblemished record.
They may have had some points
scored against them, but they
have never lost a game. Not
one.
Sunday was the day of the
game, a double elimination
tournament designed to find the
Co-Rec Football champs.
Creme de la Creme met Crap de
la Crap twice on the field. The
first game was won by Creme
19-12.
"It was a very intense battle,
and a very good game," com
mented Michael Fowlkes. "But
1 was a bit worried before the
game. One of our girls pulled a
muscle just before the start,
Chris Pascale had broken his
arm playing rugby, and Earl
Robinson was in Arizona. This
left us with 4 guys and 6 girls,
while their team had a full line
up."
Their next game they won by
soundly defeating Crap by a
score of 40-0. One key to their
success was some brilliant
strategy at the very beginning of
the game. Before the game they
called four plays, therefore

Swimmers
Sell Hats
Torrero Power booster hats
are on sale for $4.25 a piece.
The mens' and womens' swim
teams are selling these hats as a
fund-raiser for the mens swim
program to help cover the cost
of travel and officials. The hats
are a great school spirit sup
porter and could be worn to all
football and basketball games.
So join the spirit and support
your school and its teams by
purchasing a Torrero Power
hat. Hats can be bought from
any swimmer, at all home foot
ball. and.basketball games, and
irr MftftWSSf f£ ffair *''""""

,, ..

Always Rises

negating any need for huddles.
"More than any other year, we
Starting with a sweep right, played like the tight unit we are.
Cheryl Galloway found herself We all contributed. We could
and the ball at mid-field for a do no wrong. We executed
first down, and excellent field
everything perfectly," glowed
position.
Fowlkes. What else could he
The next play was a Geri Kale do? The Creme is truly the
Memorial play. So called champions in an unprecedented
because of its originator who display of football prowess.
came up with the unique forma Congratulations and praise to
tion. All players line up on the Creme de la Creme: Mike
line of scrimmage, then all go Fowlkes, Chris Pascale, Chris
right while the one person at the Haupt, Jim Schneiders, Greg
end goes left. This throws the Bart, Earl Robinson, Jeanie
defense off, and thus the Creme Kennedy, Maureen McNamara,
scored. The scoring continued Dina Capin, Cathy Galvin,
throughout the rest of the game, Elaine Reidy, Sue Hilsabeck,
which was indicative of their en Cheryl Galloway, and Sandra
tire collegiate career.
Appel.

3X3 Tourney Begins
The I.M. 3x3 Basketball tour
nament is coming! There will be
two divisions: men and women
6 feet and over, men and
women under 6 feet. The roster
limit is four persons per team,
and the entry fee is $3.00 per
team. The tournament will be a
double elimination tournament

and will begin on Saturday,
November 20th. Entries close
on Wednesday, November 17th.
Tournament seeding informa
tion will be available on Thurs
day, November 18th. There is a
limit of 16 teams per division,
so get your team together and
enter soon!
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USD Crew Shows Well In
Head of Harbor Regatta

TorerOS Lost to a
Tough USC-JV Squad
by Jim Tannatt
The Toreros played well last
Friday night but lost in the clos
ing minutes to a tough U.S.C.
team. The score exchanged
hands many times throughout
the game, but Finally U.S.C.
was a winner 20-17.
It all started in the First
quarter when the Toreros
recovered their own punt that
U.S.C. mishandled. This set up
the Toreros' drive. They drove
down to the 2 yard line but only
managed to kick a Field goal
rather than score a touchdown.
U.S.C. then came back to score
making it 6-3. The Toreros
scored once again, this time Eric
Sweet connected with Billy
Hamilton to make it 10-6 at the
half.
The third quarter began, and
not long the Trojan team took
the lead 13-10. The Toreros
needed to make something hap
pen and that is exactly what
they did. On a fourth down and
long situation, Sweet faked a
punt and threw a bullet to Jerry
Smith for a U.S.D. first down.
Then, on the ensuing play,
Sweet again, hit Mike Rishe for
a touchdown making the score
17-13.
Possibly if it weren't for a
controversial play, with only
minutes left in the fourth
quarter, U.S.D. would have
won the game. The situation
was this: U.S.C. fumbled and
the Toreros recovered the ball.
After the play had ended, of
ficials claimed that one referee
had an inadvertant whistle,
which basically means he blew
the whistle earlier than he
should have—a quick whistle, if
you will. Now the ruling, sup
posedly on a quick whistle is
that the offense always gets
their choice whether to have the
result of the play, or the play
over. So in turn U.S.C. kept the
ball. Overall the whistle had

by Ed deMerlier u Ric Thomas
Traditionally it is the First big
race of the season, where teams
from all over California show
how their fall training is going.
It is also not taken as serious as
the spring races, however that
does not inhibit the quality of
racing that can be seen. The
oarsmen are just as serious
about the "Head" as any other
race. They have to be, if they
weren't they would exhibit to
other teams that they were not
to be taken serious. This would
be detrimental to the spring
races.
For USD, the spirit was high
when they took off for L.A.,
"City in the Smog." They
would be entered in three races
in all, the heavy weight four, the
light weight four, and the heavy
weight eight.
The First boat to be raced over
the 3 Vi mile course was the light
weight four, who incidentally set
a new USD record for the light
weights. After the race, Carl
Stewart was heard saying: "Yo
dudes, we were fully cooked."
In USD's second race, the
heavy weight four, the big boys

J(*

f
M•

Eric Sweet contemplates a pass during the USC-J.V. loss.
nothing to do with the situation
and the whole thing was rather
ridiculous. Oh well, bad luck
Toreros.
If you saw the game I'm sure
you noticed that the U.S.C.
team was rather large. This in
credible size of their team
limited our Toreros to move the
ball. U.S.D. did what they
could and did well considering
that U.S.C. had the entire field
covered with massive players.
So the Toreros move on to
this week's Homecoming game
against St. Mary's. As I'm sure
you all recall, last year the
Toreros were only defeated one
time in ten games. The begin to
St. Mary's. So if you're con
cerned about our Toreros not
being up for Saturday after
noon's game. Well then you
have nothing to worry about,
for isn't it a true homecoming
game and dance if the home
team wins?

Homecoming
Car Wash
TODA Y!
School of Business
Parking Lot
11AM—5PM ONLY $1.00!
Sponsored by
Beta Epsilon, Pledge class to
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity.

See You There!

proved well conditioned for the
lengthy race, as they came out
of the start with a high 32 rating
and finished at about a 30. The
men all agreed that the long
pier-jetty runs had paid off for
their efforts.
The last race for USD was the
heavy weight eight event. Mark
Van Ness second year Oarsmen,
affectionately known to fellow
team members as "Mr. Per
sonality," termed the race as
"good experience for our varsi
ty, as it will help us all get back
into the racing atmosphere in
the Spring." The eight did well
despite Frank Bugelli's massive
"Crab,"
which
team
psychologist, Larry deBellis,
believes is linked to Frank's
guilt complex concerning alleg
ed illegal practices concerning
his association to one of USD's
Best-Looking Men calendars.
The next regatta that USD
will participate in is the
"Christmas Regatta, and will
include USD's Full team, the
Freshman, Junior Varsity, and
Varsity will all compete in the
annual race.

Ruggers Third in Tourney
The USD ruggers participated
in the 10th Annual Tuscon
Tournament this past weekend.
The event was USD's first com
petition against many of the
Division I teams they will meet
in league play this year.
Therefore, it was very beneficial
in providing insight as to how
the team may fare next
semester.
The first major obstacle the
team encountered was getting to
Tuscon. The trip began at the
USD Sports Center on Friday at

noon, with twenty of our
"bright-tailed and bushy-eyed"
ruggers enthusiastic about their
first out-of-state competition.
From there, the ruggers board
ed their "Bogus Bus Lines"
motorcoach and headed over to
pick up their friendly, crosstown rivals, San Diego State.
State matched us with twenty of
their own players, and the roadtrip commenced. Three kegs,
ten cases, and twelve hours
later, the "joint-venture" was
over, and USD had won their

first victory. More than fifteen
of SDSU's ruggers never saw
the sign "You are entering
Tuscon."
A
cheering,
boisterous, and intoxicated
USD team unloaded and check
ed into their hotel. Most of
them then took off in search of
spirits in the night.
Naturally, the team was well
rested (and fortunately not ar
rested) for Saturday's 8:00 a.m.
opener against New Mexico
State. After two thirty minute

Continued on Page 15

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
For careers in: International Banking and Business
Federal, State and Local Government / The United Nations
Private Voluntary Organizations and the Media
SI PA has been successfully placing students in these positions since 1948.

For information or an application, write to:

School of International and Public Affairs
Office of Admissions
1420 International Affairs Building
Columbia University • New York, New York 10027
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Cross—Country's
Last Strides

Men's Softball Playoff Review
Team

Odds

Rear Deliveries
Mail it in.

4-5

Pilate's Revenge
3-1
Last year's runners-up. Figures
for the same this year.
Jim Kern Ail-Americans
5-1
Earned respect by tying the Free

Team
Agents.

Odds

Free Agents
5-1
Have the talent, but better show
it soon.
Snow Blind
10-1
Only if the weather changes.
P.P. Bailers

12-1

GRADUATES
$99 CLASS RINGS

Josten's — Changes your year or degree, resizes
or repolishes, replaces chipped stones,
free, free anytime.
Josten's — On sale at the campus bookstore
Josten's — Protects you with a full lifetime
warranty.

}

Representative
in Student Union

Team

Odds

Magana's pitching is key, but
the competition is tough.
All-Dead Team
12-1
Can they play in the daylight?
I.M. Staff Hackers
50-1
If Kurt can keep striking them
out - but, don't bet on it.

Because It's
The'Y'
"It sounds too good. What is
the catch?" the two of us asked
rhetorically as we visited the
handsomely modern Mission
Valley Y.M.C.A. on Friars
Road.
"We actually get full use of
the facilities for $12 a month?"
an enquiring woman by the desk
blurted out to the toned and
trim instructor behind the
counter. "Fer sure", was the
only reply.
For a small monthly member
ship fee, students can take ad
vantage of all of the member
ship priviliges of the "club".
The membership includes: use
of the weight rooms, jazz exer
cise and aerobics classes, body
contouring classes, fitness
testing, aqua fitness and dis
count on all special interest
classes.
The
Mission
Valley
Y.M.C.A. is becoming increas
ingly popular with the trend
towards fitness awareness. Dur
ing an aerobics class at almost
anytime during the day, USD
students can be spotted kicking,
bending, and stretching ex
uberantly.
The hours of operation are
Monday through Friday 6:00
a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Saturday 9:00
a.m. - 7:00 p.m. and Sunday
. UPO.p.jn. - A»'QQP.P1-. ..

Cross country had their con
ference meet at St. Mary's last
weekend. USD women came in
3rd place with Colleen Hardy
placing 4th overall. The men's
team came in 6th place, ahead
of both perdine and USF.
The most dramatic segment
of the meet was between Shawn
DeLaney and two University of
Portland runners. "Shawn has
been really comming onto his
own these past few weeks and
was really ready for the race."
commented coach Rick Russel.
Shawn knew beforehand he
needed a 3rd place Finish overall
to qualify for the NCAA
regionals and he proceeded to
run the race of his life.
After 1 miles Shawn was in
16th place on the challenging
6.2 mile course. At the 3 mile
mark Shawn was in 2nd place
with two University of Portland
runners on his heels. Shawn was
able to hold his lead through
narrow winding trails, up hills,
over streams, through the next
three miles. Shawn emerged
from the woods into ST. Mary's
football stadium with the

Portland runners still on his
heels with only 250 yards to go
in the race. Sahwn was passed
by one Portland runner with 60
yards to go and the stage was
set.
Shawn and the Portland run
ner were running shoulder to
shoulder for the last qualifying
spot in the NCAA regionals.
With five yards between Shawn
and the finish line, he lengthen
ed his stride and extended his
body in an attempt to edge the
Portland runner. In doing so,
Shawn's feet tangled and he
stumbled sliding on his chest to
within three feet of the finish
line. He then lunged across the
finish line in 32:42 one second
behind the Portland runner and
fourth overall.
This was by far the most
challenging course of the year,
yet Shawn's time was 46
seconds faster than his previous
best time and the eigth fastest
Finish on this course.
This was a good meet for
both teams, and a good note to
Finish a much improved season.

Ruggers— . continued from page 14
halfs of a heated, closely fought
game, the score was tied at 8-8.
The rules called for a suddendeath period. USD poured it
on, and won with a brilliant
play by Tim Cames in overtime.
That afternoon they advanc
ed to the semi-finals against last
year's champions, Arizona
State. ASU outweighted and
outsized USD, but our team
sought to win the game through
speed, finesse, and experience.
At the half it was 6-6, but in the
second half the effects of the
long bus ride and the night
before began to take their toll.
ASU turned to a kicking game.
Even the most fit athlete on our
team tired, and USD suffered a
humiliating loss of 21-6.
Whoever said, "Winning isn't
everything," never was on a
12-hour road trip to Tuscon,
and put themselves through
what our ruggers did just to lose
by a margin of 15 points.
Saturday night brought about
more casualties than the entire

tourney, not even mentioning
those lost to the effects of the
trip out. Under the leadership
of Cames, USD ruggers sunk to
new depths in a all-time low
level of indecency.
On Sunday, ASU advanced
to the finals and won. USD
played SDSU for third place ti
tle. It was supposed to be for
fun. It soon became evident that
SDSU was going to take it
seriously. First, they had the
audacity to show up one hour
early to warm-up and stretch
out. Then, it was rumoured that
many of them had breakfast
and showered. (Crazy, right?)
No such claims could be made
against the USD players. The
game was delayed until at least
12 of the ruggers showed up.
Then the referee insisted that
they put on clothes. In spite of
all this, USD triumphed with a
third place win 8-0. A fine end
ing to a weekend to be placed in
the annals of Tim Cames and
his friends history.

LACROSSE
The Lacrosse Club is looking for you
Practices:
Tuesday and Thursday: 4:30 p.m.
Saturday: 1:00 p.m.
Sportscenter Field

No experience necessary
Come out and see the action
For details contact: Jim O'Connell 296-9672
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Night & Tlay~
Formalwear Specialists

after
Si3T

TRUST US
TO MAKE
YOUR PROM
PICTURE- PERFECT
FASHION VALLEY

(NEXT TO FASHION VALLEY 4 THEATRES)

291-7810

00UNIVERSITY TOWNE CENTRE

Student
Discount

(NEAR ROBINSON'S)

453-8703

FITTING SAN DIEGO HIGH SCHOOLS SINCE 1969

